
Verdict Based On Fourth Posts 

 

I’ve gone into this 4th set of posts with a win for Scoobless and in these points there isn’t anything 

new at all. It seems to be mostly rehashed arguments each time. 

We have the same Jade being weak to Wood or not again when we know that you can’t transfer 

feats between characters. With the only new things being that Scoobless has posted a scan of Jade 

outright declaring her weakness to Wood and Abhi saying Jade did the same things Alan did to 

overcome the weakness to Wood. But Abhi hasn’t proved this so I can’t back him up here.  

We have the same argument about draining where why was Jade not able to drain her energy back 

to manipulate the shield and Abhi says that she didn’t have the power at the moment. And he isn’t 

going to question why or how. 

We also have the same arguments about whether Abhi should be able to use the High Herald 

version of Starheart or not when it should actually be the Low Herald version. It can be nothing but 

that. So repeating the same arguments over and over again isn’t worth it. 

We have the same argument about Starhawk stalemating the Keeper and in all honesty we know 

they said we can’t handle him. If Starhawk was truly that powerful he could’ve fought the Keeper on 

his own back.  

We also had the same arguments about speed again where Abhi doesn’t seem to be recognising the 

problem. Abhi seems to keep on arguing that he doesn’t think Jade could shoot form point to point 

easily. Scoobless has already conceded that Jay isn’t as fast but what Scoobless has said and proven 

right is that Jay Garrick is eons ahead when it comes to reaction speed and performing tasks at high 

speeds. It’s simply a non-argument at this point. Abhi should have dedicated this time to showing 

reaction speed feats instead of going from Point A to Point B. Scoobless has just provided so many 

feats that just put him on such a high level compared to Abhi’s amalgam it’s silly. It’s pointless trying 

to argue speed at this point. 

Abhi again brings up sapping Jays momentum but again he hasn’t provided scans of who could do 

such a thing so I can’t take his comment on it. 

We also have the same old arguments about Starhawks precognitive abilities. It’s again a point that 

is just being repeated over and over again. Starhawk is in a completely neutral Universe so he won’t 

have any recollection of any past events and nor will he be able to predict the future here. And there 

hasn’t been enough proof to prove that Starhawk would be able to tell what is happening in a fight. 

It just hasn’t been proven enough. 

We have the arguments about Amora holding the Vision in place and in reality I think that if Vision 

wanted to he could have phased through the shackles and he didn’t, it’s a complicated issue to look 

at. 

We also have the point about Starhawk being affected by Ghost Rider, a being composed of mystical 

energy and he also again couldn’t tell what was going to happen. It might seem like I am being picky 

here but considering Abhi has made his argument entirely on the principle that Starhawk is always 

going to what will happen. And going by all the fights he has been in this isn’t the case. The 

argument just falls apart here. 



A new argument would be the crystal ball trick used by Dazzler on the Enchantress, form what I can 

see if Dazzler wanted to blind the Enchantress why didn’t she just shine the light at her instead? 

Although Abhi did provide the scan of Starhawk omitting a light source described as being like a 

living star so it could be possible that Abhi’s amalgam could blind Scoobless’s amalgam but I don’t 

think he could do it fast enough. 

Although Abhi does have a point when he says he could track the amalgam when he could use Jade’s 

ability to track someone via their heat signature. 

Abhi also tried to say that Enchantress’s hypnotism on Red Onslaught wasn’t that good (he didn’t 

word it that way) since the control was broken on the next page but as we know from the scans it 

was only broken due to Amora being distracted. Otherwise the Red Onslaught would have been 

under Amora’s control.  

Abhi makes reference to Starhawks resistance to TP as his mind was apparently resistant to Mantis 

(who he hasn’t provided speed feats for) and he says about Moondragon. But as we know it was a 

newborn mind for Moondragon so she was clearly nowhere near what she usually is. So using that 

example doesn’t really help his argument at all.  

The point that I think Scoobless has made quite well is the fact that the Enchantress’s “TP” isn’t 

really TP. And as Scoobless proves he shows Vision being completely resistant to TP and the 

Enchantress is able to take complete control of him. It helps because Abhi was basing his argument 

on the fact that Magneto’s helmet would be able to block out the Enchantress but since the 

Enchantress’s telepathy doesn’t seem to be conventional telepathy so it would affect Magneto in 

just the same way. 

One of the points I am kind of not entirely with Scoobless on is Enchantress shielding the minds from 

Xavier. Oddly enough Xavier was trying hard to reach into their minds and couldn’t. But to be honest 

I might be incorrect with what I say here. But it could be correct in that she was able to cut off their 

minds from Xavier’s. 

And finally I will finish by saying that Abhi does show Magneto being able to block attacks from 

Doom. Abhi does state that Doom is a much better magician than Enchantress but that doesn’t really 

switch my mind either way because he hasn’t proven anything else other than that. 

 

Verdict 

 

In short I think Scoobless takes it again because the same kind of points have been reiterated again 

and again and in some cases it’s only been made worse for Abhi especially when it comes to speed 

and mind control. Although Abhi does have an opportunity when it comes to blinding Enchantress. 

And perhaps Magneto’s shield blocking teleportation. But when it comes to the overall Battlezone 

etiquette but I don’t think I can give Abhi the win entirely based on that. 


